MASTER OF SCIENCE (MANAGEMENT) (BY RESEARCH)

RESEARCH AREAS
Management | Economics | Leadership | Marketing | Finance

AUDIT SUBJECTS
Research Methodology | Quantitative Data Analysis | Qualitative Data Analysis

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN HIGHER EDUCATION TEACHING

SUBJECTS
Nature of Student Learning | Assessment and Evaluation in Higher Education | Counselling in Higher Education | Course, Curriculum and Programme Design | Instructional Methods and Strategies in Higher Education | E-Learning in Higher Education | Academic Leadership and Research Supervision | Micro-Teaching | Practicum 1 | Practicum 2

UNIVERSITY’S ACCREDITATION AND RECOGNITION

AeU’s Master’s Degree & Postgraduate Diploma programmes are internationally benchmarked and approved by the Malaysian Ministry of Education and accredited by the Malaysian Qualifications Agency and recognised by the Public Service Department of Malaysia.

INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

Asian Association of Open Universities (AAOU) • Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU) • The Observatory on Borderless Higher Education (OBHE) • Asia-Pacific University Community Engagement Network (APUCEN) • International Council for Open and Distance Education (ICDE) • International Consortium for Teaching and Learning Centres (ICTLC)

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS:

For Master’s and Postgraduate Diploma Programmes - English skills equivalent to International English Language Testing System (IELTS) 6.5 or Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) 550 or AeU English Placement test.

APPLICATION DOCUMENTS REQUIRED

Completed application form
Scanned copies of your degree and academic transcripts with certified translation in English
CV or Resume in English of applicant
One scanned copy of your photo (jpeg, colour, minimum of 1MB)

AeU is a collaborative multinational university supported by 33 Asia Cooperation Dialogue (ACD) countries

Afghanistan | Bahrain | Bangladesh | Bhutan | Brunei | Cambodia | China | India | Indonesia | Iran | Japan | Kazakhstan | Korea | Kuwait | Kyrgyzstan
| Laos | Malaysia | Mongolia | Myanmar | Oman | Pakistan | Philippines | Qatar | Russia | Saudi Arabia | Singapore | Sri Lanka | Tajikistan | Thailand | Turkey
| UAE | Uzbekistan | Vietnam

Note: All information is correct at the time of printing. Updates will be posted at www.aeu.edu.my
**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

**CORE SUBJECTS**

**ELECTIVES**
- For MBA General (Choose 5 Subjects)

**FOR MBA WITH SPECIALISATION** (Choose 2 subjects from Electives AND 1 Specialisation only)
- International Business - Multinational Corporations | International Marketing | International Logistics and Transport
- Entrepreneurship - Entrepreneurship and Innovation | Enterprise Risk Management | Supply Chain Management
- Supply Chain Management - Supply Chain Management | Purchasing and Procurement Management | International Logistics and Transport
- Accounting - Accounting Information System | Financial Accounting Theories | International Accounting
- Marketing - Market Research and Development | International Marketing | Service Marketing

---

**MASTER OF EDUCATION**

**CORE SUBJECTS**
- Research Methods in Education | Statistics in Education | Qualitative Research Methods in Education | Philosophical Ideas in Education
- Sociology of Education | Learning and Cognition | Educational Assessment | Curriculum Design and Development | Models of Instruction
- Fundamentals of Instructional Technology

**SPECIALISATIONS** (Choose only 1)
- Nursing Education - Issues and Trends in Nursing Education | Clinical Teaching in Nursing | Research in Nursing Education | Project Paper in Nursing Education
- Early Childhood Education - Introduction to Early Childhood Education | Curriculum & Instruction in the Early Years | Research in Early Childhood Education | Project Paper in Early Childhood Education
- Educational Psychology - Brain, Cognition and Education | Lifespan Development | Research in Educational Psychology | Project Paper in Educational Psychology
- Instructional Technology - Web-based Learning | Principles of Instructional Design | Research in Instructional Technology | Project Paper in Instructional Technology
- Science Education - Trends in the Teaching and Learning of Science | Science, Technology and Society | Research in Science Education | Project Paper in Science Education
- Curriculum & Instruction - School Curriculum | Curriculum of the Future | Research in Curriculum & Instruction | Project Paper in Curriculum & Instruction
- Mathematics Education - Curriculum and Assessment in Mathematics | Trends and Issues in Mathematics Education | Research in Mathematics Education | Project Paper in Mathematics Education

**PROJECT PAPER**
- Condition to be awarded for Master of Education: Completed all the 14 subjects or 42 credits as listed in the programme.

---

**MASTER IN ICT MANAGEMENT**

**CORE SUBJECTS**

**ELECTIVES** (Choose only 1)
- Project Management - Project Planning, Scheduling & Control | Strategic or Organisational Planning for Project Management | Managing Project Quality & Risks | Leadership & Communication in Project Management
- Open Source Computing - Fundamental of Open Source Software | Web Programming | Content Management System | Linux System & Network Administration
- Knowledge Management - Foundation of Knowledge Management | Knowledge Management in Organisation | Knowledge Management Systems Implementation | Knowledge Assets Assessment and Audit
- ICT Entrepreneurship - Intellectual Property and Commercialisation | Managing Technology in Entrepreneurship | Technology Innovation Management | Entrepreneurship Business Plan Development

**PROJECT PAPER**

---

**MASTER IN MANAGEMENT**

**CORE SUBJECTS**

**ELECTIVES** (Choose only 6)

**PROJECT PAPER**

---

**MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT**

**CORE SUBJECTS**
- Strategic Human Resource Planning, Recruitment and Selection | Foundation of Knowledge Management | Industrial Relations Practices | Human Resource Training and Development | Industrial Psychology | Research Methodology

**ELECTIVES** (Choose only 6)

**PROJECT PAPER**

---

**MASTER OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT**

**CORE SUBJECTS**
- Foundation of Knowledge Management | Knowledge Assets Assessment and Audit | Knowledge Management Technology | Knowledge Repositories | Human Capital | Knowledge Based Systems | Organisational Learning | Knowledge Management Strategy and Policy | Legal and Ethics in Knowledge Management | Managing Creativity and Innovation

**ELECTIVES** (Choose only 4)
- Decision Support System | Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining | Corporate Communication | Knowledge Management Systems Implementation | Intellectual Property and Commercialisation | Knowledge Based Organisation Design and Structure

**PROJECT PAPER**

---

**MASTER OF SOCIAL SCIENCES (BY RESEARCH)**

**CORE SUBJECTS**
- Ethnography | Economics | Gender Studies | Political Science | Sociology | Media Studies | Regional Studies | Social Work | Environmental Studies | Economics | Policy Studies | Psychology

**RESEARCH AREAS**
- Ethnography | Economics | Gender Studies | Political Science | Sociology | Media Studies | Regional Studies | Social Work | Environmental Studies

**AUDIT SUBJECTS**
- Research Methodology | Quantitative Data Analysis | Qualitative Data Analysis